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LIQUEFIED GAS SUPPLY
AUTONOMOUS GAS EQUIPMENT
EQUIPMENT RENTAL
LPG TANKS
TRADE-IN
GAS STATION CONSTRUCTION
LPFG VAPORIZERS
GAS GENERATORS

Autonomous gas supply
systems
from professionals
Since 2012, we have been holding leading positions in the market
of autonomous gas supply and special equipment operating on liquefied gas
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GTS-Avtonom LLC is an autonomous gas supply
systems from professionals.
More than 500 facilities throughout Russia have been
launched on the basis of autonomous gas supply systems
without connecting to the main networks: these are large
industrial and agricultural facilities, administrative and
office buildings, livestock complexes, industrial buildings,
warehouse complexes and terminals, facilities and
enterprises of the hospitality sector, private houses and
cottages, villages.
GTS-Avtonom LLC is an official distributor of FasKhimMash
LLC, a dealer of leading manufacturers of equipment and
components for modular filling stations and liquefied gas
storage facilities. Since 2012, the company's specialists have
been installing, maintaining and modernizing autonomous
gas supply systems of any type.
Now it is a modern enterprise that unites a central office,
a warehouse and a production site in Samara.

The quality of services is the key principle of our work
Verified engineering solutions and equipment are supported by all necessary permits
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We support our customers at all stages of the operation of
autonomous gas supply systems. GTS-Avtonom is a
guaranteed supplier of liquefied gas. We carry out gas refueling
at more than 500 facilities in the Samara Region.

of effective work

70+
We launch more than 70 facilities per year

3000 m+
of installed gas pipeline

1000 m²
The largest warehouse in the Volga region

The total volume of the company's tank battery is 200 m3.
Total capacity of rental vaporizers is 2200 kg / h.
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Our advantages
- Certified staff
- Liability insurance for members of self-regulatory
organizations
- Availability of equipment in the warehouse
- Passports for tanks and equipment
- Free visit of an engineer
- Direct gas supplies from the manufacturer
- Own renewable fleet of liquefied gas carriers
- Transparent pricing
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"GTS-Avtonom" LLC has all permits, technical approvals and
certificates for carrying out general construction works,
construction of highly hazardous industrial facilities, is a
member self-regulatory organization (SRO) for construction,
self-regulatory organization for design, staff certified for
construction control: non-destructive testing, construction
and reconstruction of hazardous facilities and pipelines, fire
hazardous production facilities, certification in the field of
industrial safety - own commission, technical department
trained for the installation of technological equipment and
maintenance of pressure vessels, the transport department
is certified in the field of safe traffic, land transport equipment
and technology, drivers - operators of filling stations and
specialists in the maintenance of pressure vessels, etc.
In the field of autonomous gas supply "GTS-Avtonom" has been
operating since 2012, the number of regular staff is more than
20 people, a two-story office building, a warehouse and a
production site on an area of 1000 m², its own transport and
a fleet of gas carriers, installation service, maintenance
service, dispatch service 24/7, 18 cities of presence, direct
supply of LPG from all refineries in the Volga region.
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Company’s
history
expansion of the
fleet of gascarriers

development of the
direction of supply
of liquefied gas

the first
implemented
project of
autonomous gas
supply to a large
enterprise
launch of the
enterprise in
the Volga region

formation
of our
own fleet
of gas
carriers

strengthening
positions in
the Volga Federal
District

set up of a new rental
service for autonomous
gas supply systems

the only off-road gas
carrier in the region

expansion into
the Central and
Southern Federal
Districts
development of
the direction of
oil and gas
construction

significant increase
in the fleet of rental
equipment
gas station
construction
design and
construction of oil
and gas
facilities
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GTS-Avtonom today is a modern
high-tech enterprise specializing
in liquefied petroleum gas
GTS-Avtonom LLC is a young developing team of like-minded people with
common values. We are confident that people who know how to listen to
each other will understand the customer faster, which means they
are more effective. For 9 years we have been offering effective solutions
and services in autonomous gas supply systems. We bring comfort and
warmth to our customers and society.

From project plan to launch
Supply, design, installation, construction, commissioning, maintenance, operation,
modernization of autonomous gas supply systems and equipment for liquefied gas
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Our products and services

Autonomous
gas supply

LPG vaporizers

Gas supply lease

Design and
construction

Gas delivery

Gas station
equipment

Gas generators

LNG equipment
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Engineering Solutions Department
Specialists of the engineering solutions department of GTS-Avtonom LLC at
any stage of the project are ready to give consultation on all technical issues,
including:
- development of technical solutions for a non-standard facility (location
of tanks for liquefied petroleum gas, location of a gas pipeline: aboveground
and underground, development of non-standard additional equipment and
connections);
- development of specifications for the installation of tanks and gas pipelines
and calculation of components;
- development of non-standard calculations related to the use of autonomous
gas supply systems;
- technical consultation of engineers at the stage of project development and
before the completion of all works on the project;
- technical consultation of the installation team before the start of installation,
and in the process of installation works;
- modernization of systems operating on various types of fuel.
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Free service
We are confident in the quality of equipment and services. Autonomous gas supply
systems do not require constant monitoring due to the high level of automation.
Therefore, for regular customers of GTS-Avtonom, maintenance of autonomous
gas supply systems is free. The maintenance package includes scheduled visits
and operational works at the request of users.
Gas equipment inspection regulations:
- inspection of threaded and flange connections
- control of shut-off valves
- control of measuring equipment
- control of regulating valves
- revision of the gear group
- inlet pressure control Consumer
The specialists of "GTS-Avtonom" company take care of their customers and ensure
the continuous operation of autonomous gas supply systems 24 hours a day,
7 days a week.
ZAKAZ@
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"GTS-Avtonom" LLC is certified according to the international
quality management system and has a certificate of conformity
ISO 9001 for construction, reconstruction and overhaul of capital
construction facilities, for the preparation of design
documentation for capital construction facilities.

Quality
management
system

QUALITY CONFORMANCE
CERTIFICATE
Overpressure equipment is certified and manufactured in
accordance with technical specifications.

QUALITY CERTIFICATES
All "GTS-Avtonom" equipment has all certificates of
conformity and fire safety certificates.

EACH TANK IS ACCOMPANIED WITH A QUALITY CERTIFICATE
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Liquefied gas
is our specialty
We build more than 70 new facilities per year and will be happy to help you solve your problem

Our partners
LPG storage tank plant
«FHM» LLC
Russia, city of Kstovo
Industrial concern of specialized
gas processing equipment
«FAS-Flussiggas Anlagen»
Germany, Salzgitter

Leading manufacturer of gas piston
power plants and gas generators
"FASENERGOMASH"
Russia, St. Petersburg
LPG Direct Fired Vaporizer
Manufacturer
USA
World leader in the production of
compressor and pumping equipment
USA

gts-avtonom.ru

GTS

@gts_gk

8 800 222 59 20
zakaz@gts-avtonom.ru
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650 facilities were built in Russia
using autonomous gas supply systems
- Asphalt concrete plants
- Reserve fuel facilities
- Grain drying complexes
- Administrative and office buildings
- Livestock complexes
- Warehouse complexes and terminals
- Industrial buildings
- Facilities and enterprises of the hospitality sector
- Private houses and housing communities

Our
customers

Our
customers
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Koshelev corporation
gasification of the plant

Tank container Service

Lukoil PJSC
gas supply

Rosarsenal
gasification of the production line

Rosneft PJSC
gas supply

Akvatoria Fish processing company
heating of premises

Ozon Farm
gasification of production

Togliatti Plastic Container Plant
heating of production

Premium
gasification of construction bases

LPG supply

Sokskoe Karyeroupravleniye
gasification of technological lines

Volgatransstroy Group of Companies
gasification of the plant
Transammiak
LPG supply

Our
customers
Orient-Motors
car dealership gasification
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Energetic
gasification of the camp site

Flexo-Pak
gasification of production
TSK AGRO AGROINDUSTRIAL COMPANY
gasification of grain drying complex
Polymer
gasification of the production line
Arbuz Shopping center
heating of retail premises
Na semi vetrakh
gasification of the camp site
YAKUSHKINO AGRICULTURAL ENTERPRISE
gas supply of technological lines
Tikhaya Gavan
gasification of the camp site

Zhitnitsa Agricultural Enterprise
gas supply for the grain drying complex

GTS-Avtonom
for agriculture
Autonomous gas supply for grain drying equipment of any capacity.
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8 800 222 59 20
zakaz@gts-avtonom.ru

Autonomous gas supply
for the grain dryer
Equipment:
FHM 10-НС tank – 2pcs,
Regulatory group, Condensate collector
Direct Fired Vaporizer 240 kg/h
Togliatti, Samara region

Autonomous gas supply for
grain drying equipment

Equipment:
FHM 20 –НС tank– 2 pcs,
Algas Direct Fired Vaporizer 240 kg/h
- 2 pcs.,
Regulatory group, Condensate collector,
Telemetry system.

gts-avtonom.ru
@gts_gk

Autonomous gas supply system lease

Equipment: FHM 6,5 – НС tank– 1 pc.,
160 kg/h vaporizer, Anode-to-cathode
protection, Regulatory group,
Condensate collector.
The autonomous gas supply system is
used to operate a 30 ton grain dryer on
two liquefied gas burners.

Cherdaklinsky district, Ulyanovsk region
Isaklinsky district, Samara region

GTS-Avtonom for industry
The specificity of the specialty equipment of technological lines is such that it is
always a large complex of various measures necessary for a truly effective
operation of the gasification system.
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Autonomous gas
supply system lease
Equipment:
20,0-NS tank – 2pc, Regulatory group,
Condensate collector
Direct Fired Vaporizer 240 kg/h – 3 pcs.
Autonomous gas supply system for an
asphalt concrete plant.
Saratov, Saratov region
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Autonomous gas supply of
industrial equipment
Equipment:
FHM 20,0 –PO tank – 2 pcs.
Vaporizer 120 kg/h, Anode-to-cathode
protection, Regulatory group, Condensate
collector
The autonomous gas supply system is
used to operate a hammer mill with a
1.6 MW burner.
Ulyanovsk, Ulyanovsk region

Modernization of the autonomus
gas supply system
Equipment:
FHM 9,2 –PO tank – 1pc.,
Regulatory group, Vaporizer FAS 40
kg/h Condensate collector. The autonomous
gas supply system is used to heat the
camp site.
Ulyanovsk, Ulyanovsk region

